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The 5min meta-analysis: understanding how to read and
interpret a forest plot
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INTRODUCTION
In the evidence-based practice of ophthalmology, we often read
systematic reviews. Why do we bother about systematic reviews?
In science, new findings are built cumulatively on multiple and
repeatable experiments [1]. In clinical research, rarely is one study
definitive. Using a comprehensive and cumulative approach,
systematic reviews synthesize results of individual studies to
address a focused question that can guide important decisions,
when well-conducted and current [2–5].
A systematic review may or may not include a meta-analysis,

which provides a statistical approach to quantitatively combine
results of studies eligible for a systematic review topic [2–5]. Such
pooling also improves precision [2, 4, 5]. A “forest plot” is a form of
graphical result presentation [2, 4]. In this editorial, we start with
introducing the anatomy of a forest plot and present 5 tips for
understanding the results of a meta-analysis.

ANATOMY OF A FOREST PLOT
We demonstrate the components of a typical forest plot in Fig. 1,
using a topic from a recently published systematic review [6] but
replaced with mockup numbers in analysis. In this example, four
randomized trials (Studies #1 to #4) are included to compare a
new surgical approach with the conventional surgery for patients
with pseudoexfoliation glaucoma. Outcomes of intraocular
pressure (IOP) and incidence of minor zonulolysis are evaluated
at 1-year follow-up after surgery.
In a forest plot, the box in the middle of each horizontal line

(confidence interval, CI) represents the point estimate of the effect
for a single study. The size of the box is proportional to the weight
of the study in relation to the pooled estimate. The diamond
represents the overall effect estimate of the meta-analysis. The
placement of the center of the diamond on the x-axis represents
the point estimate, and the width of the diamond represents the
95% CI around the point estimate of the pooled effect.

TIP 1: KNOW THE TYPE OF OUTCOME THAN
There are differences in a forest plot depending on the type of
outcomes. For a continuous outcome, the mean, standard
deviation and number of patients are provided in Columns 2
and 3. A mean difference (MD, the absolute difference between
the mean scores in the two groups) with its 95% CI is presented in
Column 5 (Fig. 1A). Some examples of continuous outcomes
include IOP (mmHg), visual acuity in rank values, subfoveal
choroidal thickness (μm) and cost.

For a dichotomous outcome, the number of events and number
of patients, and a risk ratio (RR), also called relative risk, along
with its 95% CI are presented in Columns 2,3 and 5 (Fig. 1B).
Examples of dichotomous outcomes include incidence of any
adverse events, zonulolysis, capsulotomy and patients’ needing of
medication (yes or no).

TIP 2: UNDERSTAND THE WEIGHT IN A FOREST PLOT
Weights (Column 4) are assigned to individual studies according
to their contributions to the pooled estimate, by calculating the
inverse of the variance of the treatment effect, i.e., one over the
square of the standard error. The weight is closely related to a
study’s sample size [2]. In our example, Study #4 consisting of the
largest sample size of 114 patients (57 in each group) has
the greatest weight, 42.2% in IOP result (Figs. 1A) and 49.9% in
zonulolysis result (Fig. 1B).

TIP 3: PAY ATTENTION TO HETEROGENEITY
Heterogeneity represents variation in results that might relate to
population, intervention, comparator, outcome measure, risk of
bias, study method, healthcare systems and other factors of the
individual studies in a meta-analysis [2, 7]. If no important
heterogeneity is observed, we can trust the pooled estimate more
because most or all the individual studies are telling the same
answer [7].
We can identify heterogeneity by visual inspection of similarity

of point estimates, overlapping of confidence intervals, and
looking at the results of statistical heterogeneity tests outlined
at near the bottom of a forest plot [2, 7]. When more similarity of
point estimates and more overlapping of confidence intervals are
observed, it means less heterogeneity [2, 7]. The P value generated
by the Chi-squared test is the probability of the null hypothesis
that there is no heterogeneity between studies. When P < 0.10 is
shown, we reject this null hypothesis and consider that there is
heterogeneity across the studies [2]. P value of 0.10 is typically
used for the test of heterogeneity because of the lack of power
for the test [2]. The I2 statistic ranging from 0 to 100%, indicates
the magnitude of heterogeneity. Greater I2 indicates more
heterogeneity. The I2 below 40% may suggest not important
heterogeneity; while the I2 over 75% may suggest considerable
heterogeneity [2].
For example in Fig. 1A, the point estimate of Study #1 (i.e., the

between-group difference of mean IOP, 2.60 mmHg) is different
from the point estimates of Studies #2 to #4 (0.20, 0.60 and
0.90 mmHg, respectively). By virtual observation of 95% CI (the
horizontal lines), the 95% of Study #1 just partly overlaps with
the other studies’. P-value for heterogeneity of 0.12 is relatively
small but still >0.05. The I2 of 49% indicates that a moderate
heterogeneity may present [2]. In Fig. 1B, the 95% CIs of all the
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four studies largely overlap. The large P value for heterogeneity
of 0.74 and the I2 of 0% both indicate that no important
heterogeneity is detected.

TIP 4: UNDERSTAND SUBGROUPS
When heterogeneity is detected, which may indicate the
unexplained differences between study estimates, using a
subgroup analysis is one of the approaches to explain hetero-
geneity [2]. In our example, Study #3 only studied patients who
were equal and below 65 years; Studies #1, 2, and 4 also reported
IOP for patients of the two different age groups separately (Fig. 2).
We can find the pooled effects of the two subgroups respectively
in the forest plot: 1.1.1 over 65 years, the overall effect favours the
new surgery (Section A in Fig. 2, subtotal MD and 95% CI does not
include the line of no effect, P value for overall effect <0.00001, I2

= 0); and 1.1.2 equal and below 65 years, there is no difference
between the conventional and new surgeries (Section B in Fig. 2,
subtotal MD and 95% CI includes the line of no effect, P value for
overall effect is 0.10, I2= 0%).

There is a subgroup effect by patients' age groups. We can find
the result of test for subgroup difference in the last row of the
forest plot (Section C in Fig. 2): P value of 0.001 and I2 of 90.1%
indicate a significant difference in treatment effects between the
subgroups of patients of older or younger age.

TIP 5: INTERPRET THE RESULTS IN PLAIN LANGUAGE
In our example, lower IOP and fewer zonulolysis are favoured
outcomes. The statistical significance of a pooled estimate can be
detected by visual inspection of the diamond (if the diamond
width includes the line of no effect, there is no statistical
difference between the two groups) or checking the p-value in
the last row of a forest plot, “Test for overall effect” (P < 0.05
indicates a significant difference).
In plain language, for patients with pseudoexfoliation glau-

coma, the overall effect for IOP is in favour of the new surgery.
More specifically, the new surgery is associated with the lower
IOP compared to the conventional surgery 1 year after surgery
(mean difference, 0.92 mmHg; 95% CI, 0.21 to 1.63 mmHg) with

Fig. 1 Anatomy of a forest plot. A Example of a continuous outcome measure: Intraocular pressure assessed with mean difference;
B Example of a dichotomous outcome measure: Incidence of minor zonulolysis, at 1 year after surgery. Tau, the estimated standard deviation
of underlying effects across studies (Tau2 is only displayed in the random model). Chi2, the value of Chi-square test for heterogeneity. Random,
random model (an analysis model in meta-analysis).

Fig. 2 Subgroup analysis. Subgroup results of IOP by age groups.
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some concerns of heterogeneity and risk of bias. There is no
difference in the incidence of minor zonulolysis between new and
conventional surgeries.
In summary, knowing the structure of a forest plot, types of

outcome measures, heterogeneity and risk of bias assessments
will help us to understand the results of a systematic review. With
more practice, the readers will gain more confidence in
interpreting a forest plot and making application of systematic
reviews’ results in your clinical practice.
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